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Laura Clark
It would be an understatement to say that the
past year has been a very difficult one for the
Church, and not just in the United States.
Starting with revelations of misdeeds by trusted
members of the hierachy, followed by the
Pennsylvania grand jury report, and then
unprecendented accusations against the Holy
Father by members of the episcopacy, it has
felt oftentimes like a nonstop assault. Needless
to say, it has been a tough time for all of us. In
response, the leadership of the Diocesan Fiscal
Managers Conference (DFMC) has been
discerning on how to assist our members
during these trying times.

Our first response was to add two special
members-only sessions on the Church crisis on
Sunday, September 16, 2018, before the
beginning of the annual meeting. Despite
various weather and airport troubles, over 100
members attended the first session. It was
framed as a listening session for members to
share their experiences of the recent summer
months in a confidential and supportive
environment. Since all the attendees work in
diocesan finance offices, they have a unique
relationship with these events that most people
cannot fully appreciate.
The second session was a smaller focus
group of approximately 15 members, who
were tasked with considering all of the feedback
from the first session and trying to synthesize it
into actionable insights. Matthew Manion, the
Faculty Director of the Center for Church
Management in the Villanova School of
Business, was engaged to facilitate the sessions
and summarize the ideas of the members.
The members expressed the full range of
emotions that have been consistent with any
other population in the Church. They were
angry, frustrated, hurt, sad, and confused.
One reaction that was new and striking came
from the more senior members of the group,
who are at a point in life where they do not
need to work. There were several who were

www.dfmconf.org

so frustrated and disappointed that this is still
going on that they were considering retiring
rather than trying to continue to defend the
indefensible.
On a hopeful note, overall, DFMC
members want to be part of the solution.
Their recommendations focused on things
that are in their sphere of concern and as
well as things where the collective group
could advocate for change more effectively
than any individual member. There was a
sense that, as Church, we can and should do
better. There was also a commitment by
DFMC members to participate in making
that happen.
Key Insights
The top insights from the special focus
group of DFMC members were:
1. We need a new approach that prioritizes
survivors and promotes healing for all
affected by abuse ahead of all other
concerns;
2. The Church needs a national database
and report on clergy who have been
credibly accused in order to keep them
from serving or volunteering in another
diocese or parish;
3. Structural changes are necessary to allow
for greater oversight and involvement to
prevent abuses of children and abuses of
power;
4. Consequences for clergy should be
similar to consequences for lay persons;
5. DFMC members would benefit from a
portal/resource to see and share best
practices and diocesan approaches that
are working to address and resolve this
crisis. For example:
		 o Safe environments operations;
		 o File and records review and
		 management for all personnel –
		 ordained and lay;
		 o Communications and messaging that
		 leads to healing;
		 o Responding to extensions of the
		 statute of limitations.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 2
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Responding to the Church in Crisis
Laura Clark

Board Activities to Respond to Member Input
Since the meeting last September, the Board has studied the input and attempted to
develop appropriate responses. While we are not in a position to implement all of the key
insights and takeaways, we can work together, using the strengths we do possess to see that
much of it becomes reality. The first line of response was entrusted to the Program
Committee. The Committee has used the conversation and resulting feedback to help to
develop the sessions of the 2019 annual meeting in Chicago and 2020 in Denver. You will
see that sessions have been created to either explicitly or implicity respond to the feedback.
Dr. Kathleen McChesney, for example, will tackle the issue of abuse head on while other
sessions look at communications, risk, lessons learned, and how to be spiritually prepared
for the hard work ahead.
The Board has then asked the University of Villanova to factor these important
considerations into the upcoming webinar series. The feedback from the ethics and
whistleblower course in early May was very positive in this regard. We will continue to
study ways to provide other kinds of training and resources in the future.
After action by the bishops at the 2018 November meeting was halted, it has been
encouraging to see movement by the bishops and the Universal Church in this regard. The
bishops retreat in January brought the deliberations into prayer and discernment and then
the Pope’s meeting with the presidents of all the bishops’ conference finally acknowledged
the breadth and seriousness of the problems. The Holy Father’s recent Moto Proprio, Vos
Estis Lux Mundi (You are the Light of the World), firmly establishes the criminality of sexual
abuse, as well as coverup by bishops, and the demands compulsory reporting of it to civil
authorities. It also calls for procedures to report bishops who may be guilty of abuse or
coverup. In this regard, we are proud to note that our executive director, Patrick Markey,
has been invited to be a part of a special staff working group at the United States
Conference of Catholic Bishops (USCCB) that is developing protocols and procedures for
reporting allegations of misconduct by bishops.
The Board has furthermore established an Ad Hoc Committee on the Abuse Crisis to
study ways to create some of the changes desired by our members. The Committee has
reached out to the Accounting Practices Committee (APC) requesting permission to
propose changes to Diocesan Financial Management--A Guide to Best Practices. We are grateful to
the APC for embracing this initiative. The Committee is drafting a new chapter on risk
management and providing suggested changes to the chapter on finance councils. Once
the bishops have decided on their new rules concerning reporting of abuse and coverup,
the committee will draft proposals and enter these into the document.
Finally, in the members’ only section of the DFMC website, a special community is
being established that will allow members to safely share experiences, best practices,
policies, and feelings with other members that would like to participate. When you receive
an invitation email to join the group, please consider joining and supporting your colleagues
in this way.
We know that there is much more to do and we are committed to doing our part. We
wish we could do more to encourage and support you but at least you can know that you
are not alone. We are all in this together and dedicated by our love for Christ and His
Church. We will try to keep you up-to-date about things as they develop. In the meantime,
thank you so much for your service and dedication. It inspires me and helps me in my
journey of faith. May God bless you.

DFMC MEMBER PROFILE:

Being Church in the Archdiocese
of Dubuque
by Jeanette Fast Redmond
“I think it’s a real strength of our
archdiocese—the collaborative
effort,” says Rick Runde, finance
officer for the Archdiocese of
Dubuque. “I feel blessed that the
parishes out there have bought into
the concept and trusted us at this
end.”
Rick is talking about the
Archdiocese of Dubuque Deposit
and Loan Fund. Parishes pay into
Rick Runde
the fund, which functions as the
Financial
Officer
central bank for the archdiocese.
He sees it as a critical puzzle piece
ARCHDIOCESE
OF DUBUQUE
in following the advice he received
from Archbishop Daniel W.
Kucera, OSB, when Rick was hired 33 years ago. After
receiving his accounting degree from Dubuque’s Loras
College, he had worked for the archdiocese indirectly, through
a CPA firm, before being hired as the archdiocese’s first lay
finance officer.
“Archbishop Kucera really set the tone” when he I was
hired, Rick says. “He told me, ‘Rick, I want you to run this
place like a business, but never forget we are Church.’ That
has been my ultimate guide.”
Many dioceses and religious organizations benefit from a
periodic reminder that they are a business—one that must
pay wages and issue W-2s and file 1099s. But the Archdiocese
of Dubuque is well aware of its business obligations. In fact,
it serves the Church through its financial dealings, such as
making direct loans to parishes, schools, and other
organizations in the archdiocese.
“There have been times when we’ve made loans to parishes
when they were trying to get a loan with the local bank, and
the local bank wouldn’t even consider it. But we know that
things normally have a tendency to work out,” Rick says.
“The other part is being true to our mission. At some point in
time, if that parish or school can’t repay that loan, we’ll find
ways to take care of that—again, relating it back to mission.”

Welcome to the DFMC!
Please give a warm welcome to recent members
to the DFMC. You can send them a welcome
note on the DFMC Member Portal.
• Ms. Monica Bergeron, Internal Auditor /
Coordinator, Diocese of Lafayette in Louisiana
• Mr. Julio Bermudez, Director of Audit Services,
Diocese of San Jose
• Mr. Mark Beynon, Senior Financial Analyst,
Archdiocese of Baltimore
• Rev. Miguel De Angel, Vicar of Economics Affairs,
Diocese of Caguas
• Ms. Jill Haines, Associate Director, Real Estate,
Archdiocese of Detroit
• Mr. Brian McQuade, Controller, Archdiocese of
Oklahoma City
• Mr. Scott Mosman, Controller, Diocese of Rochester
• Mrs. Christine Passaretti Norwood, Parish Audit
& Accounting Manager, Diocese of Raleigh
• Mr. Paul Radulski, Assistant Risk Manager,
Diocese of Brooklyn
• Ms. Sue Ringes, Parish & School Accounting
Manager, Diocese of Harrisburg
• Mrs. Kim Roche, Director, Office of Stewardship &
Development, Diocese of Harrisburg
• Mr. Sean Scanlon, CEO, Diocese of MaitlandNewcastle
• Ms. Catherine Solfaro, Controller, Diocese of
Metuchen
• Mr. Christopher Sommer, Director of Finance,
Diocese of Springfield in Illinois
• Very Rev. Rectorino Tolentino, Vicar General &
Moderator of the Curia, Diocese of Prince George
• Julia Williams, Benefits Coordinator, Diocese of
Jackson
• Mrs. Margaret J Woodrum, Director of Parish
Accounting Services, Archdiocese of Galveston-Houston

The archdiocesan deposit and loan fund makes all this
possible. “Our parishes have bought into that central bank
concept very well,” he says. “So once we go through the due
diligence of deciding whether a loan should be made, we
don’t have to worry about, ‘Now where’s the money coming
from?’ Our deposit and loan fund can normally handle those
loan needs.”
CONTINUED ON PAGE 4
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DFMC MEMBER PROFILE: Rick Runde
by Jeanette Fast Redmond
The deposit and loan fund relies on the participation of all the parishes. Like many diocese-based initiatives, contributing to a
central fund is a hard sell for some parishes. But Rick emphasizes, “It’s not an a la carte menu.” A parish can’t pick and choose
which diocesan benefits it wants to support.
“Our strength is in our numbers. When we do things for the common good, it helps everybody,” Rick explains. “What I run
into, once in a while, is that people will get very focused on one particular benefit or item. They want to do what’s very best for
their parish, and they forget about all the things they’re doing collectively with other parishes in the diocese”—things that they
benefit from.
Diocesan finance officers are no strangers to parishes that are reluctant to support a diocesan program. Rick offers the advice
of the veteran diplomat: “When you’re trying to get them to do something, if you can frame the suggestion in such a way that
ultimately they’re thinking it was their idea, it comes across better. And then they take ownership of it.”
Rick also advises colleagues to take time to network throughout their communities. He offers an example of an archdiocesan
school in the 1990s that needed financing for a new building. The cost, he says, was beyond the capacity of the deposit and loan
fund. “The school had worked with some local financial institutions, and they thought they had financing in place,” he says. Then
at the last minute the financial institution came up with requirements that neither the school nor the archdiocese could support.
“Over the years leading up to that” challenge, Rick says, “I’d had occasional conversations with financial consultants about taxexempt bond financing. I didn’t really anticipate ever having to need that, but the relationships I had established allowed us to
come up with an alternative for funding financing that high school.” The school was built and recently celebrated its 25th
anniversary.
“In our jobs, we’re all busy,” Rick explains. But still, he says, “Take time to speak with vendors or consultants, even when their
advice is not applicable at the time. It’s important to do that once in a while so you keep abreast of what possibilities exist out
there—and maybe have a name and a face when the need does arise.”
Indeed, Rick explains, connecting with the right people in
contracting and hiring decisions is also part of being Church
and not just running a business. “An experience that I’ve had
over the years is that when it comes to recruiting people to
come work for us, sometimes we focus on their specialty. And
then when they get on board, they might be very good at
what they do, but they just aren’t a fit for working for the
Church,” he says.
Rick suggests turning the proposition around. “What
we’ve done in several instances is that instead of looking for
a specialist, we’re looking for somebody who’s interested in
working for the Church.” He explains, “If they’ve got that
interest and that dedication and that passion, we can train
them on what we actually need them to do.”
Asked what other advice he offers to new diocesan finance
colleagues, Rick reiterates the wisdom Archbishop Kucera
offered him so long ago: “Run your diocese like a business,
but never forget you are Church.”
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Protecting Your Institution in Contractual Relationships
From time to time, every institution or organization, no matter
how big or small, will find it necessary to hire vendors, service
providers and other contractors. Your institution may use
vendors to remove snow and ice from parking lots, or to mow
grass and maintain your landscaping. You may hire security
firms to provide guards for your property, or work with
janitorial companies to clean and maintain your buildings.
Instead of keeping an information technology (IT) person on
staff or running your own cafeteria, you may outsource those
tasks to a vendor who specializes in those services. You may
have annual maintenance or service arrangements with
companies for your fire protection systems, boilers, chillers or
other building equipment. Occasionally, you may also need to
hire general contractors, architects, or others to complete
building renovations large and small, or for new construction
projects.
Hiring others for these types of tasks is often more
economically efficient than directly employing people to do
these jobs, and it allows you to rely on the skill and expertise of
these service providers. However, these relationships also create
risks and exposures to loss you also must manage and protect
against. When these vendors and service providers perform
work on your property or on your behalf, there is always a risk
that they may cause harm to you, to your property, or to thirdparties to whom you may be held responsible. Consider, for
example, a food service company that operates your cafeteria.
Employees of that company are present on your property,
interacting with your employees and community members that
you serve, with little direct control or supervision from you.
Those food service workers may negligently start a fire that
damages your property. They may spill things on the ground
that causes others to fall and get hurt. They may serve food
that causes illness. When a third-person is hurt by that
conduct that third-person may not know that you have
outsourced the work and, instead, will make a claim or file suit
against your organization for the injuries they sustain. It will
then be up to you to both defend against that person’s claim
and to hold your vendor accountable and responsible for the
damage they have caused.
The most effective way to protect you and your organization
in these types of relationships is by using contracts that
effectively allocate the risk of loss between your organization
and your vendors, contractors and other service providers.
Too often, religious organizations are presented with a vendor’s
“standard” form contract or an invoice with “boilerplate”
terms on the back that are drafted solely for the benefit and
protection of that vendor. Or, your organization may work
with certain contractors or vendors based on a “handshake”
agreement, with no written contract. These arrangements may
work fine until a problem arises and a third-person is injured
or damage is caused to your property. For that reason, it is
important for your organization to use written contracts when
working with vendors, contractors and service providers, and
to review carefully form contracts and terms sheets presented
to you by those companies before the work is performed and
before problems arise. Once a contract is signed, or the work
begins, it can be too late to request the contractual terms
necessary to protect your organization.

This article focuses on three common contractual provisions
that frequently govern how risks and losses will be shared
between the parties to the agreement and their insurers:
indemnity, insurance requirements and waivers of subrogation.
Because these issues are often unique to your particular
contractual relationship and needs, you should consult qualified
legal counsel when drafting and negotiating these types of
contracts.
Indemnity

Indemnity is a legal term that describes an agreement by one
party to bear the cost of protecting another against harm.
Typically, agreements to indemnify require one party, known as
the indemnitor, to pay any costs associated with defending the
other party, known as the indemnitee, against claims by thirdparties and to pay for any settlements, judgments, or other costs
arising from the claim. Consider, again, the example of the
food service provider. Imagine a university’s food service
vendor caters an on-campus event and many attendees get sick.
Those attendees later make claims or file lawsuits against the
university, not knowing the vendor was the party responsible for
the food. If the university’s contract required the vendor to
indemnify the university for any claims arising from its
performance, then the vendor would be responsible for paying
for all costs associated with the university’s defense and any
damages to attendees making claims.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 6
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Protecting Your Institution in Contractual Relationships
Indemnity agreements can be unilateral, with only one party
agreeing to indemnify the other, or mutual, where both parties
indemnify the other for claims arising from their respective
conduct. The decision to require unilateral indemnity from a
vendor, or to agree to mutual indemnity, will often depend on
the nature of the work being performed and each party’s role,
responsibilities, and ability to guard against potential claims.
Regardless of the type of indemnity, though, it is essential that
the language of the provision clearly identifies the particular
conduct and/or claims for which either party is agreeing to
indemnify the other.
When reviewing contracts for indemnity, look for words and
phrases like “defend,” “indemnify,” or “hold harmless.” You
will then need to determine who is included in the indemnity
provision, and which party is agreeing to indemnify the other.
Typically, it is in your organization’s best interest to require your
vendor to indemnify the organization, your employees, officers,
directors, trustees and other agents. Similarly, if you are
agreeing to provide mutual indemnity, your vendor or contractor
may request that their agents or subcontractors also be
indemnified.
Next, carefully review particular claims covered by the
indemnity language. Generally, you will want your vendor to,
at a minimum, indemnify your organization for any claims
arising from the negligent and/or intentional conduct of the
vendor, its employees, agents, contractors, or others under the

vendor’s control. The better course, though, is to require the
vendor to indemnify your organization from all claims arising
from the vendor’s services, regardless of fault, as the vendor is
usually in the best position to guard against potential claims.
The distinction becomes critical if the vendor’s negligence is
disputed, which is usually the case. In those instances, you may
have to wait until the end of the case, and for a jury to find the
vendor negligent, before you are entitled to indemnity. By
contrast, if indemnity is owed for all claims arising from the
vendor’s work, you can demand defense and indemnity from
the vendor based on a mere allegation that the third-party’s
injury was related to the vendor’s work.
Use caution with any indemnity agreement where the
vendor is only obligated to indemnify for claims arising its sole
negligence. With that phrasing, the vendor may avoid its
indemnity obligation entirely, even if it is primarily responsible
for the claim or if there is any allegation that your organization
or some other party was also negligent. Finally, reject any
indemnification provision where your organization is required
to indemnify your vendor for claims arising from its own acts.
As with any contract negotiations, consulting with legal
counsel may be necessary to ensure that language use accurately
captures the indemnity that you are seeking. Working with
legal counsel can be especially important for contracts with
vendors whose services create high risks of loss, such as security
companies, IT vendors and construction contractors, or where
the vendor’s services may create many claims, like food service
vendors, snow removal and landscaping companies, among
others. Because the nature and quality of risk is often unique to
your organization or the specific contract, it is worthwhile to
give thought to those contracts or vendor relationships for
which you must insist on strong or unilateral indemnity to best
protect your organization.
Insurance

ALIGNING FIXED INCOME
WITH YOUR MISSION
Proudly managing assets for
Catholic Archdiocese, Diocese,
Colleges and Universities, among others.

To learn more, contact our Consultant Relations team
at 617-443-1120 or visit www.breckinridge.com.

If you have a contract with strong indemnification from your
vendor, you may wonder whether insurance requirements also
are needed. The answer, unequivocally, is “yes.” Including
both indemnity and insurance requirements in contracts offers
dual layers of protection. An indemnity agreement is only as
valuable as the indemnifying party’s financial ability to fulfill its
obligation and many claims are not made until after the
vendor’s work is complete. Thus, if your vendor goes out of
business, its promise to indemnify you becomes worthless. By
requiring your vendor to provide insurance, in addition to
indemnity, you now have an additional source of protection:
the vendor’s insurance carrier.
In evaluating contractual insurance requirements, it is
important to understand the differences in requiring a vendor
1) to maintain insurance, 2) to provide a certificate of insurance,
and 3) to add your organization as an additional insured to its
policy. Each requirement affords your organization a different
level of protection in the event a claim arises.
CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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First, a contractual requirement to maintain insurance is
simply that: the vendor must have insurance for itself during
the period of the contract. By including such a requirement in
your contract, your vendor will be insured against possible
claims, but your organization will not be afforded any protection
under that policy if you also are sued.

To best protect your organization and your coverage
provider, you should consider to striking all subrogation waivers
or other waivers from your contracts. At a minimum, you
should discuss such waivers with your coverage provider before
signing your contract, to verify whether agreeing to such a
waiver may impair or jeopardized your insurance.

Similarly, requiring the vendor to provide a certificate of
insurance simply means that the vendor has to provide proof of
insurance. Receiving a certificate of insurance, even if it shows
your organization as a “certificate holder,” does not afford you
any protection through your vendor’s policy.

Tips for Working with Vendors and Contractors

Instead, the best approach is to request that your vendor not
only maintain insurance, but that your organization be named
an additional insured under that policy. Being added as an
additional insured will allow your organization to pursue your
vendors’ insurance carrier directly, as if you were also its
insured, and, potentially, avoid having to make a claim with
your own coverage provider.
To be effective, the insurance requirements in your contract
must clearly identify the type(s) and minimum amount of
insurance that your vendor must have and for which your
organization must be added as an additional named insured.
Insurance requirements should also reflect the full scope of
work to be performed. For example, if your vendor or its
employees will be using automobiles or other vehicles in
performance of the contract, it should be required to maintain
both general liability and automobile insurance. If you are
working with professionals, such as architects, engineers,
accountants, medical professionals or similar vendors, require
them to maintain professional liability coverage. All vendors
should be required to maintain workers’ compensation coverage.
You must also be cognizant of any agreements in the
contract for your organization to maintain insurance, or to add
your vendor as an additional insured to your coverage, so that
you can verify with your coverage provider that you comply
with those requirements. Coverage should always be confirmed
before work under the contract begins as it will be too late to
secure coverage once a loss occurs. You may, again, need to
consult with legal counsel in drafting the insurance requirements
to confirm that your organization is afforded appropriate
protection.

Subrogation and Other Waivers
A common provision included in many contracts written by
or for vendors and contractors is a subrogation waiver provision.
In a subrogation waiver, you, typically as the owner of the
property, are required to waive all claims against your contractor
to the extent those claims are covered by your own insurance.
What these provisions mean, practically, is that your coverage
provider must assume all responsibility for any property
damage or other loss that you experience, and your carrier
cannot pursue your contractor for reimbursement, even if the
property damage was clearly caused by the negligence or
incompetence of the contractor. In many cases, especially in
form construction contracts, these provisions are designed to
shift all loss to the property owner’s insurance, and away from
the party who may have actually been at fault.

Contractual indemnity and insurance provisions can go a
long way in shifting the risk of loss from your organization to
your vendors and contractors. When negotiating with vendors
about these issues, keep in mind that the fairest approach is for
the party who is in the best position to avoid the loss also to be
responsible for providing indemnity and insurance to protect
against those risks. Remind your vendors of that fact if or
when they push back against your requests for indemnity and
insurance. A company’s unwillingness, inability, or refusal to
provide indemnity or procure insurance may be a sign that they
are not a company with whom your organization should be
doing business.
There are other simple, practical things you and your
organization can also do to minimize risk when working with
vendors. First, do your own due diligence in selecting vendors.
Work with known, reputable companies. Request and check
references. Ask questions about the history of the business.
Make sure the companies you are working with are legitimate
and not fly-by-night operations or entities with a history of
poor performance. Again, it should be a red flag to you if a
vendor or contractor is unwilling or unable to provide
information to complete your own due diligence.
Your organization should also adopt policies, procedures
and habits for maintaining copies of all contracts, certificates of
insurance, vendor contact information, and documents
associated with any incidents involving that vendor. Keep those
documents for a period of time after your relationship with the
vendor ends, in case claims are later made involving that
vendor’s work. Legal counsel can help you determine how long
to keep those materials based on the laws of your particular
state.
By reviewing and negotiating contractual indemnity and
insurance requirements, and using due diligence in selecting
contractors, you can minimize the risk of loss to your
organization and best protect yourself in the event a claim does
arise.
© 2019 Mollie Werwas is an attorney and
partner at Kopon Airdo, LLC.
This article appeared in Vol. 10, No. 1, 2019 OutReach,
A Christian Brothers Services Publication.
Used with permission.
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LAW BRIEFS

Announcements
Introducing USCCB’s New Tax Counsel
The Office of General Counsel is pleased to welcome Madeline Obler, who joined the staff of OGC on February 11 and
will serve as the USCCB’s new tax counsel.
Madeline comes to us from Crowell & Moring LLP where she supported tax-exempt organizations at every step, from assisting clients in formation and application for tax exemption, advising on political and lobbying activities, and monitoring proposed
legislation, regulations, and rulings that impacted her tax-exempt clients.
Madeline graduated magna cum laude from Elon University School of Law and holds an LL.M. in Taxation from the
Georgetown University Law Center. Following her graduation from Georgetown, Madeline clerked for the Honorable John O.
Colvin of the United States Tax Court where she drafted opinions on a variety of tax matters including those related to taxexempt organizations. Madeline then practiced at Blank Rome LLP under a leading expert in the area of exempt organizations.
She also assisted with various tax litigation, corporate, and state and local tax issues.
Madeline is very excited to join the team at USCCB, and we extend our warm welcome to her. She can be reached at
mobler@usccb.org. Her first contribution to Law Briefs is included in this edition.

Regulatory Issues
Important Deadlines Related to the “Parking Lot Tax”
The Tax Cuts and Jobs Act of 2017 added section 512(a)(7) to the Internal Revenue Code, which provides that a tax-exempt
organization’s amount of unrelated business income tax (“UBIT”) is increased by the amount of the qualified transportation
fringe expense that is determined to be nondeductible. The addition of this code section may create an obligation on churches
and religious organizations to file form 990-T, Exempt Organization Business Income Tax Return, and pay UBIT.
In December 2018, the IRS released Notice 2018-99, which provided guidance for calculating the UBIT liability on transportation and parking benefits under section 512(a)(7). The IRS provides guidance for two scenarios: (1) the organization pays
subsidies for employee parking or transportation, which is
provided by a third party, or (2) the organization owns or
leases parking spots in a parking facility for use by employees
or other visitors.
The calculation of UBIT for organizations that own or
lease parking spots for use by their employees or visitors
involves several steps, the first of which is determining
whether parking spots are reserved for employees or other
visitors. If parking spots are reserved for employees or visitors,
the organization’s unrelated business income is increased by
the amount of total parking expenses allocated to the percentage of reserved parking spots. In Notice 2018-99, the IRS
provided taxpayers an opportunity to remove reserved
parking to partially or entirely avoid paying UBIT. Until
March 31, 2019, taxpayers that have reserved employee or
visitor spots may change their parking arrangements (i.e.,
remove signs, access) to decrease or eliminate their reserved
employee/visitor parking spots. This action will be considered
retroactive to January 1, 2018.
Organizations required to file Form 990-T and pay UBIT
must do so on the 15th day of the 5th month following the
end of the organization’s taxable year. For organizations on a
calendar year, this deadline is May 15, 2019.
If diocesan attorneys have any questions, please
contact Madeline Obler directly at mobler@usccb.org
or 202-541-3310. –M.O.
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LAW BRIEFS
Questions and Answers about the “Parking Lot” Tax
This article, a reprint of a bulletin disseminated earlier to diocesan attorneys, discusses the guidance the IRS provided in Notice
2018-99, 2018-52 I.R.B. 1067, to determine the amount of unrelated business taxable income (“UBTI”) attributable to qualified
parking expenses and other qualified transportation fringes (“QTF’s”). Prior to this notice, the IRS had not issued any guidance
directing organizations on the best way to calculate UBTI since the enactment of Section 512(a)(7) as part of the Tax Cuts and
Jobs Act (P.L. 115-97).
Section 512(a)(7) of the Internal Revenue Code provides that an organization’s UBTI “shall be increased by any amount for
which a deduction is not allowable under this chapter by reason of section 274 and which is paid or incurred by such organization
for any qualified transportation fringe (as defined in section 132(f)), any parking facility used in connection with qualified parking
(as defined in section 132(f)(5)(C)…”). The tax applies to “amounts paid or incurred after December 31, 2017.”
Section 274(a)(4) provides that for amounts paid or incurred after December 31, 2017, no deduction shall be allowed for the
expense of any QTF (as defined in section 132(f)) provided to an employee of the taxpayer.
“Qualified parking” is defined in section 132 as “parking provided to an employee on or near the business premises of the
employer or on or near a location from which the employee commutes to work by transportation [via mass transit], in a commuter highway vehicle, or by carpool. Such term shall not include any parking on or near property used by the employee for
residential purposes.”
The enactment of section 512(a)(7) has resulted in tens of thousands of churches that allow ministers and employees to park in
lots that are constructed primarily for the purpose of enabling congregants to gather for worship to assess unrelated business
income tax (“UBIT”). The majority of churches have never been required to file Form 990-T, Exempt Organization Business Tax
Return, or pay tax. IRS Notice 2018-99 answers some, but not all, of the questions that have been raised as a result of the enactment
of section 512(a)(7).
What gives rise to UBTI?

Expenses from qualified parking facilities owned or leased by the employer, expenses connected to an employer providing qualified
parking at facilities they own or lease, any transit pass, and transportation between the employee’s residence and place of employment in a vehicle leased or owned by the employer.

CBIS is an institutional investment management firm.
Our primary function is to construct innovative and
competitive products that add value for our investors
and their consultants which allow them to invest in a
manner that is consistent with the Catholic faith.

TWO FUND SERIES TO MEET
YOUR INVESTMENT NEEDS
CUIT Single-Asset Funds
Seeking highly competitive
risk-adjusted returns in a
single asset class

CUIT Magnus Funds
Seeking to provide a turnkey
solution with comprehensive asset
management in a single fund

A TRUSTED PARTNER FOR CATHOLIC INSTITUTIONS
GLOBALLY AND THEIR CONSULTANTS SINCE 1981
info@cbisonline.com | 877-550-2247

IRS Notice 2018-99 generally focuses on parking facility
expenses, which have been of greatest concern to tax-exempt
employers. In the case of non-parking QTFs, such as transportation in a commuter highway vehicle, the section 132
regulations provide several methods for calculating the exclusion amount, but it is unclear whether Treasury and the IRS
will adopt these methodologies for purposes of calculating
UBTI under section 512(a)(7).
How is UBTI determined when the tax-exempt
employer pays a third party for qualified parking?

UBTI is increased by the total annual cost of employee parking paid by a tax-exempt employer to a third party; however,
that amount is capped at the section 132(f) monthly exclusion
limit for employees for QTFs ($260 per month in 2018, $265
per month in 2019). Amounts exceeding this limitation are
treated as additional employee compensation and do not give
rise to UBTI.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 10
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Questions and Answers about the “Parking Lot” Tax
Example: Taxpayer A pays B, a third party who owns a
parking garage across the street from A, $300 per month
for each of A’s employees to park in B’s garage. Of the
$300 per month paid for parking for each employee, $260
is includible under section 132(a)(5). Thus, $31,200 (($260
x 10) x 12 months = $31,200) is subject to inclusion for
purposes of the UBIT calculation.
The excess amount of $40 per employee per month is
not excluded under section 132(a)(5) and is treated as
compensation and wages. As a result, the section 274(e)(2)
exception applies to this amount. Thus, $4,800 ($36,000
- $31,200 = $4,800) is not subject to the section 274(a)(4)
disallowance and will not be included in the amount used
to calculate UBIT.
Taxpayer A must file Form 990-T reporting $6,552 of
UBIT ($31,200 x 21% = $6,552).
How is UBTI determined when the tax-exempt
employer owns or leases parking spots for use
by employees/visitors?

The notice provides that tax-exempt employers may use any
reasonable method for determining expenses in connection
with providing qualified parking at facilities they own or lease.
The notice provides a safe harbor method that may be used
to calculate such expenses.
The safe harbor involves a four-step process:
Step 1: Reserved employee spots

• If the primary use of the remaining spots is to provide parking to the general public, the remaining total parking facility
expenses are not included in UBTI.
Step 3: Reserved non-employee spots
• If the primary use of the spots considered in Step 2 is not to
provide parking to the general public, identify any of those
spots specifically reserved for non-employee use. Then determine the percentage of those reserved non-employee spots in
relation to all remaining spots and multiply that by the total
remaining parking expenses. This amount is not included as
UBTI.
Step 4: Remaining spots
• If there are any remaining spots not addressed in Steps 1-3,
reasonably determine the employee use of the remaining
spots during normal hours and the allocable expenses.
Acceptable methods for making this determination may
include specifically identifying the number of employee spots
based on actual or estimated usage, such as through number
of spots, number of employees, hours of use, or other measures.
Example: Tax-exempt organization J, a religious organization that operates a church and a school, owns a su
face parking lot adjacent to its buildings. J incurs $10,000
of total parking expenses. J’s parking lot has 500 spots
CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE

• First, identify all spots in the parking facility exclusively
reserved for the organization’s employees.
• Next, determine the percentage of those reserved employee
spots in relation to all spots and multiply that by the total
parking expenses. This amount is included as UBTI. o “Total
parking expenses” include, but are not limited to, repairs,
maintenance, utility costs, insurance, property taxes, interest,
snow and ice removal, leaf removal, trash removal, cleaning,
landscape costs, parking lot attendant expenses, security, and
rent or lease payments or a portion of a rent or lease payment
(if not broken out separately).
Step 2: Primary use of remaining spots
• Determine whether the primary use of the remaining parking spots is to provide parking to the general public. “Primary
use” means greater than 50 percent of actual or estimated
usage of the spots, tested during normal hours on a typical
day. Note that non-reserved spots available to the general
public but typically empty during normal hours are nonetheless treated as provided to the general public. o “General
public” includes customers, clients, visitors, individuals delivering goods or services to the organization, patients of a
health care facility, students of an educational institution, and
congregants of a religious organization.
10 SPRING 2019
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LAW BRIEFS
that are used by its congregants, students, visitors and
employees. Of those 500 spots, 10 spots are reserved for
certain employees.
During the normal hours of J’s activities on weekdays, J
usually has approximately 50 employees parking in the lot
in non-reserved spots and approximately 440 non
reserved parking spots that are empty. During the normal
hours of J’s activities on weekends, J usually has approximately 400 congregants parking in the lot in non-reserved
spots and 20 employees parking in the lot in non-reserved
spots.
Step 1: J reserves 10 spots for certain employees. As such
2% (10 reserved spots/500 total spots = 2%) of the spots
in the parking lot are reserved. Thus, $200 is the amount
of total parking expenses that is included in UBIT for
reserved employee spots.
Step 2: The usage of parking spots varies between wee
days and weekends, so J must determine whether the
primary use of the remainder of the parking lot is to
provide parking to the general public. The empty, non
reserved spots are treated as provided to the general
public. As such, during the weekdays, J has 440 empty
spots (500 – 50 employees – 10 reserved spots = 440).
Taking the total number of non-reserved spots (490), it
can be determined that 90% of the parking spots are
used by the public during weekdays (440/490 = 90%).
On the weekends, J has 470 spots open to the general
public (400 used by congregants – 20 non-reserved
employee spots – 10 reserved spots = 470). Taking the

total number of non-reserved spots, it can be determined
that 95% of the parking spots are used by the public
during the weekend (470/490 = 95%). As the primary
use of the parking lot is to provide parking to the general
public, the remaining total parking expenses for the
parking facility are not included in the amount liable for
UBIT.
Steps 3 and 4 are not applicable in this scenario.
Accordingly, only $200 of the $10,000 in expenses is
subject to UBIT liability. Assuming J does not have gross
income from any unrelated trades or business of $800 or
more, J is not required to file a Form 990-T for that tax
year because its total amount of UBIT falls below the
$1,000 filing threshold.
Will tax-exempt organizations that make all
their parking available to anyone have UBTI
from parking facility expenses?

If the organization has no employee-only reserved spots and
can demonstrate that the primary use of the spots is for the
general public, the organization would have no UBTI. If,
however, the primary use is not for the general public, the
organization would need to determine actual or estimated
usage by employees and include expenses allocable to such
spots in UBTI.
What is the filing requirement for a tax-exempt
organization with UBIT?
The tax-exempt organization will file Form 990-T, Exempt
Organization Business Tax Return, if the total UBTI resulting from the application of section 512(a)(7) is $1,000 or
more. The IRS has published draft instructions to Form 990T for tax year 2018, which provides that tax-exempt
organizations filing Form 990-T for the first time are only
required to fill out certain parts of the return.
When are the returns due and the tax owed?

Catholic Funeral & Cemetery Services (CFCS)
is a nonprofit, church-owned organization that
works in numerous dioceses providing
management and consulting services that
financially revitalize Catholic funeral,
cremation and cemetery systems.
Learn more at www.cfcsmission.org

Form 990-T must be filed and UBIT paid on the 15th day of
the 5th month following the end of the tax-exempt organization’s taxable year. For those who file on a calendar year, Form
990-T is due on May 15, 2019.
Organizations can file Form 8868, Application for Automatic
Extension of Time To File an Exempt Organization Return, which
will provide the organization a six month extension to file
Form 990-T; however, the request for extension must be filed
no later than the original due date of the return. The extension only provides the organization with an extension of time
to file the return – the organization must pay the tax on or before the
original due date.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 12
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Questions and Answers about the “Parking Lot” Tax
Important Note: Organizations with a fiscal year ending in 2018 may have been required to file Form 990-T
and pay tax on its 2017 tax return. For example, if a tax
exempt organization is on a fiscal year ending 6/30, the
organization would have had to file Form 990-T and pay
UBIT on amounts incurred from January 1, 2018 – June
30, 2018 no later than November 15, 2018.
What sections must be completed on Form 990-T
if the organization owes tax only because the
organization is subject to the parking lot tax?

The draft instructions to Form 990-T for tax year 2018 have
specific information for “limited” reporting for institutions
who are to file Form 990-T. Organizations that are required
to file Form 990-T only because they have UBTI in excess of
$1,000 under section 512(a)(7) for expenses for certain qualified transportation fringe benefits must complete the following
on Form 990-T:
• The heading (above Part I) except C, E, H, and I;
• Part III and Part IV (complete only the relevant lines); and
• Signature area.
The instructions for Form 990-T for tax year 2017 did not
provide such instructions. Based on the instructions provided
for tax year 2018, it can reasonably be assumed that an organization that was required to file Form 990-T for part of tax
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(Profit Center)
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Gallagher named one of the World’s Most
Ethical Companies® eight years in a row by
the Ethisphere Institute—and is the only
insurance broker to have ever received this
recognition.
“World’s Most Ethical Companies” and
“Ethisphere” names and marks are registered
trademarks of Ethisphere LLC.

year 2017 (i.e., those with a fiscal year ending in 2018) would
be required to complete the following on Form 990-T for tax
year 2017:
• The heading (above Part I) except C, H, and I;
• Part I, Line 12;
• Part II, Line 33 (specific deduction of $1,000);
• Part IV, Line 44 (include a statement with the 21% tax
calculation); and
• Signature area.
Are there any deductions available?

Yes. When calculating UBIT, an organization may subtract
from gross income all allowable deductions directly connected
with such trades or businesses. In addition, a specific deduction of
$1,000 is permitted under section 512(b)(12) in computing
UBTI, although this deduction does not increase the organization’s net operation loss deduction under section 512(b)(6).
A special rule permits each parish, individual church, district,
or other local unit of a diocese, province of a religious order,
or convention or association of churches, a specific deduction
of the lesser of $1,000 or its gross income derived from a
regularly carried on unrelated trade or business. If the parish,
church, district or other local unit files its own Form 990-T, it
gets the lesser of the two amounts as its own specific deduction—the specific deduction attributable to the filing
organization is no longer available to the diocese, province of
a religious order, or convention or association of churches.
Can an organization with many entities file a
“group” Form 990-T?

Parishes and other entities that are separate legal entities
under state law, whether as nonprofit corporations, unincorporated associations, or trusts, have their own Form 990-T
filing requirement if they have gross income of $1,000 or
more. The Diocese, province of a religious order, or convention or association of churches must file a return reporting the
gross income and deductions of all its units that are not separate legal entities.
The special rule with regard to a $1,000 specific deduction
applies only in the case of a Diocese with parishes that are not
separate legal entities (regardless of whether the parishes have
their own EINs), and therefore the parishes’ income must be
reported on the Diocese’s Form 990-T. Thus, section 512(b)
(12) provides equal treatment for Dioceses, regardless of
whether their parishes are separate legal entities.
Has the IRS provided any relief for tax-exempt
organizations?

Yes. Generally, an organization filing Form 990-T must make
installment payments of estimated tax if its estimated tax is
expected to be $500 or more. Organizations subject to the tax
were supposed to begin making quarterly payments in 2018;
© 2019 Arthur J. Gallagher & Co. 34552A
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however, the IRS issued guidance granting a temporary
reprieve on penalties. This reprieve, however, is contingent on
the organization timely filing Form 990-T and timely paying
the amount reported for the taxable year for which relief is
granted.
Organizations that do not make estimated tax payments when
due may be subject to an underpayment penalty for the
period of underpayment. Section 6655(c) and (d)(1)(A) provides that estimated income tax is to be paid in four
installments and the amount of any required installment is 25
percent of the required annual payment. Section 6655(a)
imposes an addition to tax for failure to make a sufficient and
timely payment of estimated income tax.
In IRS Notice 2018-100, the IRS acknowledged that many
tax-exempt organizations owing UBIT and having to pay
estimated income tax are doing so for the first time.
Accordingly, the addition to tax under section 6655 for failure
to make estimated tax payments is waived for certain taxexempt organizations that provide qualified transportation
fringes. This relief is only available to any tax-exempt organization that was not required to file a Form 990-T for the
taxable year immediately preceding the organization’s first
taxable year ending after December 31, 2017.

What projects
have your parishes
been putting off?

Parish Needs
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parish projects.This solution makes
it simple for parish staff to implement
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ps
New HVAC syst
em
Repaint sanctu
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Repair organ

Is there anything a tax-exempt organization can
do to lower its UBIT liability?

In some circumstances, yes. Until March 31, 2019, taxpayers
that have reserved employee spots as defined in the notice
may change their parking arrangements (i.e., remove signs,
access, etc.) to decrease or eliminate their reserved employee
spots and treat those parking spots as not reserved employee
spots. For purposes of the notice, this action will be considered retroactive to January 1, 2018.
Please reach out to Madeline Obler at mobler@usccb.org or
202-541-3300 with any further questions. –M.O.
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Address Update

What would you like to see in the Herald?

If you wish to update our mailing address information or if you wish to
add other names to our list please complete the information below or visit
www.dfmconf.org:

Members are encouraged to submit items as well as articles for
consideration in the Herald. Notices of Employment Opportunities are
published on the website as they are received in the National Office.

The Herald Publication Schedule

Name
Position

The Herald will accept notices and articles for future issues according to
the following schedule:

Arch/Diocese

Address
City

State		Zip

❍

Deletion

❍

Addition

❍

Correction

Deadline Date		
April 30
Spring Issue
July 30
Summer Issue
October 31
Fall Issue
January 31
Winter Issue

Publication Date
May 31
August 30
November 30
February 28

We would appreciate your comments & input on items for future issues.

Please Mail To: DFMC NATIONAL OFFICE, 4727 E. Bell Road, Ste. 45-358, Phoenix, AZ 85032
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